
BODYFLOW
WHAT IS BODYFLOW? Ideal for anyone and everyone, BODYFLOW® is the yoga-based class that will improve your mind, your body and your life. 
During BODYFLOW an inspired soundtrack plays as you bend and stretch through a series of simple yoga moves and embrace elements of Tai Chi and 
Pilates. Breathing control is a part of all the exercises, and instructors will always provide options for those just getting started. You’ll strengthen your 
entire body and leave the class feeling calm and centered. BODYFLOW is available as either a 55 or 45 -minute workout.

BODYPUMP
WHAT IS BODYPUMP? BODYPUMP™ is a barbell workout for anyone looking to get lean, toned and fit – fast. Using light to moderate weights with lots 
of repetition, BODYPUMP gives you a total body workout. It will burn up to 540 calories. Instructors will coach you through the scientifically proven 
moves and techniques pumping out encouragement, motivation and great music – helping you achieve much more than on your own! You’ll leave the 
class feeling  challenged and motivated, ready to come back for more. 

BODYSTEP
WHAT IS BODYSTEP? Basic stepping, just like walking up and down stairs, is at the heart of BODYSTEP™ – a full-body cardio workout to really tone your 
butt and thighs. In a BODYSTEP class you combine basic stepping with moves like burpees, push ups and weight plate exercises to work the upper 
body.. There are always lots of options to get you through the workout safely. Our instructors coach you through the workout. BODYSTEP is available 
as either a 55 or 45 -minute workout.

BOOT CAMP - Offered Seasonally
Work at your own pace as the instructor leads you through a series of circuits that combine strength and cardio exercises for an overall challenging 
and effective full-body workout! You’ll get your heart pumping and feel your muscles working as you progress through the interval-style class. Take 
your workout to the next level in Boot Camp class - you’ll leave feeling powerful and strong!

CXWORX
WHAT IS CXWORX? Exercising muscles around the core, CXWORX™ provides the vital ingredient for a stronger body. A stronger core makes you better 
at all things you do, from everyday life to your favorite sports - it’s the glue that holds everything together. All the moves in CXWORX have options, so 
it’s challenging but achievable for your own level of fitness. During the 30-minute workout trained instructors guide you through correct technique 
as you work with resistance tubes and weight plates, as well as body weight exercises like crunches, and hovers. You will also get into some hip, butt 
and lower back exercises.

GENTLE YOGA
A gentle, yet energizing class perfect for all levels. Class includes gentle stretches, balance and breathing as well as simple movements designed to 
increase range of motion in joints and increase strength and well-being. Accessible to all ages and fitness levels. Be prepared to feel great after taking 
Gentle Yoga!

R.I.P.P.E.D.
WHAT IS R.I.P.P.E.D.? The One Stop Body Shock® a fitness program that encompasses all aspects of physical fitness which R.I.P.P.E.D. is an acronym 
for: Resistance, Interval, Power, Plyometrics, Endurance and Diet. The first five components are taught in a 50 minute class, while the last component, 
Diet, can be found here on the website. R.I.P.P.E.D. is designed for all fitness levels, allowing a gym novice and trained athlete to both feel an intense 
full body workout. The R.I.P.P.E.D. class follows its acronym and changes up the workout every 6 to 9 minutes, allowing every muscle group to get a 
quick yet effective workout.

RUMBLE
From the creators of R.I.P.P.E.D., RUMBLE is an authentic, yet simple to master, cardio mixed martial arts adapted for the group exercise environment! 
RUMBLE is a safe, effective and FUN class. You will use a weapon; the RUMBLE Stick - an extension of your body which enhances overall movement.  
Similar to R.I.P.P.E.D., Rumble has been created for EVERY body! No martial arts experience required, just a willingness to sweat, a desire to get an 
incredible workout, and the willingness to have fun along the way!

TRX MAX
WHAT IS TRX MAX? TRX MAX combines suspension training and athletic intervals in one class. The workout is sure to fire up your metabolism, get you 
lean and strong, and burn calories to the MAX! This unique class uses the TRX Suspension Trainer system. Exercises in this class are 100% modifiable 
for all levels of fitness allowing you to work at the intensity level you choose. No previous TRX experience is required. TRX MAX is a 45 minute workout.
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